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Chapter

Analysis of Information Spreading 
by Social Media Based on Emotion 
and Empathy
Kazuyuki Matsumoto, Minoru Yoshida and Kenji Kita

Abstract

The number of social media users has increased exponentially in recent times, 
and various types of social media platforms are being introduced. While social 
media has become a convenient communication tool, its use has caused various 
social problems. Some users who cannot imagine the emotions their posts may 
induce in readers cause what is termed as “the flaming phenomenon.” In some 
cases, users intentionally repeat strong remarks for self-advertisement. To identify 
the cause of this phenomenon, it is necessary to analyze the posted contents or the 
personalities of the users who cause the flaming. However, it is difficult to reach a 
generalized conclusion because each case varies depending on the circumstances 
and individual. In this chapter, we study the phenomenon of information spreading 
via communication on social media by conducting a detailed analysis of replies and 
number of retweets in Japanese, and we reveal the relation between the feedback on 
such posts and the emotions or empathy they result in.

Keywords: social media, information diffusion, flaming, buzz, Twitter

1. Introduction

Recently, opportunities for online communications through social media have 
increased. One such notable example is that of Twitter, which has a large number 
of users who use it to advertise products or events or simply to communicate with 
other users about their hobbies on a real name or handle name basis. More informal 
communications and business activities are preferably conducted on a real name 
basis via platforms such as Facebook.

Many Japanese tend use social media freely and easily without identifying them-
selves. This is thought to be one of the reasons why Twitter has the highest number 
of users compared to other social media platforms.

Some users think that they can express their opinions freely on social media 
platforms. Therefore, it is possible that comments about a product or service posted 
on the social media may not be as honest as those on consumer review sites. Thus, 
the high anonymity of social media results in many posts that may be less reliable 
with regard to their sources or contents.

Therefore, it is important to extract and analyze effective information from 
social media posts in terms of topics such as true/false judgments [1, 2], judgments 
regarding the negativity/positivity of infectious disease detection [3], and judg-
ments of fake news [4, 5].
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In this chapter, we clarify how posts can garner the attention of other users by 
analyzing the reply texts as they constitute feedback on the posts. Existing studies 
have focused on the “flaming phenomenon” on social media, proposed a method to 
extract the “buzz phenomenon,” detected influential users for spreading informa-
tion, etc. We discuss the features these studies focused on and how effective they 
are at detecting posts that attract other users’ attention. Moreover, we analyze the 
sentiments (positive/negative) based on the contents of the posts and their reply 
texts using our proposed sensitive analysis algorithm based on natural language 
text. Finally, we analyze the relation between the sentiment polarity (positive/
negative) of the replies and the attention level (the diffusion and popularity) using 
statistical processing and natural language processing approaches.

2. Related works

2.1 Social media flaming

On Twitter, the content of a post is largely and rapidly diffused using the retweet 
function. This manner of information diffusion on social media sometimes causes 
unexpected situations. When a post is critical about a specific person and other 
users diffuse that post with evil intent, it becomes a trigger for the flaming phenom-
enon. Several studies have detected and studied the flaming phenomenon [6–8].

Social media flaming is often caused by the social media users’ aggressive com-
ments or inappropriate statements. Such comments or statements can be a trigger of 
cyberbullying on social media.

Rösner et al. [9] published on the spread of information by word-of-mouth 
communication on the social web. Their study found that users’ aggressive expres-
sions tend to be used more often in anonymous environment than non-anonymous 
condition.

Sri Nandhini and Sheeba [10] proposed a method to detect cyberbullying on 
social networks. Their method can detect flaming, harassment, racism, and terror-
ism by using fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm.

2.2 Retweet prediction/buzz detection

Some studies have predicted the degree of information diffusion [11–13]. 
Recently, studies in the field of information extraction have shown the usefulness of 
extracting important information efficiently from large-scale web texts. If we can 
predict to what extent or to what scale a tweet of a certain piece of news or an event 
on social media would be influential, others too would be able to diffuse informa-
tion on a large scale intentionally. For example, companies might be able to promote 
their products by posting tweets, given the great potential for diffusion.

It is widely known that the effective use of a social networking service (SNS) 
could minimize the cost of advertising and successfully promote a product or ser-
vice. Thus, an increasing number of companies are implementing a strategy called 
buzz marketing to increase future sales.

Many studies have predicted users who can cause the buzz phenomenon or the 
period during which a buzz phenomenon tends to occur. Murakami and Suzuki 
[14] used information on the number of retweets to predict information diffusion. 
On Twitter, most information diffusions are caused by retweeting. Murakami and 
Suzuki modeled users’ interests by analyzing the word distribution in the retweets 
of each user. Saito et al. [15] analyzed the transition of information diffusion 
behaviors using the asynchronous independent cascade model.
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These methods analyzed information diffusion. However, they could not answer 
a fundamental question; why were these tweets diffused in the first place? If the 
rules governing the buzz phenomenon are clarified, many companies would benefit 
via increased sales. Thus, it is important to examine the feedback from users who 
diffused the original tweet to clarify the cause for its diffusion.

Buzz marketing aims to increase the overall demand for marketed products 
or services, while viral marketing disseminates information about the product or 
service via word-of-mouth information.

2.3 Influencer

The information diffusers mostly consist of the followers of the user, who 
retweet the user’s tweet or bookmark it as a favorite. Therefore, when a user has 
more influential followers, his/her tweets have a higher probability of being dif-
fused. We sometimes call such an influential user an influencer. Some services have 
analyzed influencers or the degree of their influence based on the number of their 
followers or the frequency of their tweets [16–18].

Liao et al. [19] proposed an influence measurement method called WeiboRank for 
other social media. Matsuo and Yasuda [20] analyzed the relations the users leading 
each community construct on Mixi, a Japanese SNS. Tsugawa and Kimura [21] pro-
posed a method to identify influencers from sampled social networks on Facebook.

Attracting consumers’ attention to products or services in a market through an influ-
encer on a SNS, such as a mediator, is called influencer marketing. There are two types 
of influencers: a mega-influencer who has over 100,000 followers and a micro-influ-
encer who has 2000–100,000 followers. Reports show that signing on such influencers 
to promote company products or services can make a significant difference in sales.

3. Difference between mass media and social media

Crucial differences exist between the mass media and social media. First, most 
of the information senders on the social media are individuals. Second, the social 
media provides an avenue for interactive exchange of information.

As mass media creates and broadcasts programs sponsored by enterprises/com-
panies, it strongly reflects the sponsors’ intentions. However, social media provides 
individual users with a place to share their honest reviews or comments and enjoys 
an advantage in that it can create opportunities for disseminating information about 
products or services in terms of the value placed on them by others (i.e., users and 
not the companies selling these products or services).

Recently, word-of-mouth information spreading on the social media has 
attracted increasing attention because it can introduce popular events or products. 
On the flip side, intentional diffusion of wrong information such as fake news 
can easily happen on the social media. First, malicious users may target an event, 
spreading misinformation about it, which would dupe most users except those 
conversant with it, or they may anonymously post fake news, pretending that 
the report is authentic. Else, malicious users diffuse such information using false 
names. Second, malicious users may target gullible users. At any rate, such activities 
create a negative image in the minds of some users, encouraging biased thoughts.

In the case of the mass media, broadcasting of false information causes the party 
to lose its credibility in the viewers’ minds, and viewer ratings will decrease. In such 
cases, the self-purification function can alleviate matters to some extent. In the 
case of the social media, such problems cannot be solved easily by self-purification, 
because the company operating the social networking site does not check the 
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contents of posts to confirm their veracity before they are posted. In practical terms, 
it is not feasible for these enterprises to remove fake news by monitoring all posts. In 
the case of Facebook, the operator might remove a post if a third party reports it as 
offending the site’s policy. Thus, the social media requires its own self-purification 
function. A large-sized social media enterprise may be able to devote adequate 
human resources to manually respond to all such reports from its users. However, 
this is not possible for all social media websites.

Thus, if we can calculate the reliability of the content posted online based on the 
feedback on social media, we might be able to protect innocent users from mali-
cious ones. Various recent studies have focused on rumor detection or judgment of 
fake news on social media [22–28]. Most of these studies analyzed the contents or 
behaviors of the users or estimated the reliability of their remarks.

In the next section, we describe a method to analyze feedback provided for a 
post on social media.

4. Feedback analysis methods

Human relationships are important for a social media platform such as Twitter. 
By emphasizing the relationships among users, we consider whether a user can be 
evaluated by other users by analyzing their feedback. Next, we describe a method to 
analyze various elements of feedback provided via users’ replies. The results of the 
analysis are used to investigate the relation between the information obtained from 
the reply text and the users’ personalities estimated from the same texts. Based on 
this result, we analyze how the various types of feedback are related to the types of 
information diffusion. These findings will be useful to predict information diffu-
sion from feedback contents. In this study, we analyze feedback tendency focusing 
on buzz tweets, flaming tweets, and the tweets by famous persons, using the 
methods described in the following subsections, namely, via the use of expressions 
of emotion in the Japanese language, emojis, emoticons, semantic vectors, latent 
Dirichlet allocation (LDA), information entropy, and personality analysis.

4.1 Emotional expressions in the Japanese language

There are various emotional expressions in the Japanese language. Therefore, 
even though the analysis of positive/negative emotions may appear to be compara-
tively simple, an emotion dictionary providing detailed information is necessary for 
such an analysis.

In this chapter, we use the Japanese Appraisal Evaluation Expression Dictionary 
(JAD) [29], which systematically registers Japanese emotional expressions, for our 
analysis. When we compare a word in the reply text with that in the dictionary, the 
manner of processing semantically similar words poses a problem. To solve this 
problem, we create a database of similar expressions using word-distributed rep-
resentations that were trained using Wikipedia articles (fastText [30] + Wikipedia: 
300 dimensions), and thus, we increase the number of expressions that can be 
matched. We determine the threshold as 0.6 and list similar expressions.

Examples of Japanese emotional expressions are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Emoticons

Web texts are sometimes annotated with emoticons, which serve as nonverbal 
information. The emoticon is also called a facemark, and in Japan especially, emoticons 
are very popularly used on bulletin boards and in e-mails. By annotating emoticons to 
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a sentence, the emotion of the writer can be expressed easily. Many a time, an emoti-
con can communicate a nuance that cannot be conveyed easily with words.

We detect the replies containing emoticons as annotations and analyze them 
by matching them against the emotions/meanings expressed by the emoticon. 
Examples of emoticons are shown in Table 2. The emotion categories of emoticon 
are joy, shame, anger, sorrow, surprise, and hate.

4.3 Emojis

Similar to emoticons, emojis are a form of nonverbal information annotated to 
web texts. Unlike emoticons, emojis corresponding to events, actions, as well as 
emotions are readily available pictographs of faces, objects, and symbols.

The varieties of available emojis differ depending on the SNS. In this study, we 
extract and analyze emojis used on Twitter. Table 3 shows examples of emojis and 
their respective emotion categories. The emotion categories of emoji are joy, love, 
anger, anxiety, sorrow, surprise, and neutral.

4.4 Semantic vectors (Wiki2vec)

It is helpful to refer to word semantic dictionaries to understand the contents 
written in the text. However, because existing word semantic dictionaries such as a 
thesaurus do not include many proper nouns, they are unsuitable for analyses of social 
media platforms such as Twitter. Thus, in this study, we analyze a semantic vector by a 
unit of reply based on distributed representations called Wikipedia entity vector [31], 
which was created by training relations of entities based on Wikipedia articles.

We also analyze the differences among the reply text sets by acquiring sentence-
distributed representation vectors based on bidirectional encoder representations 
from transformer (BERT) [32], which has been attracting much attention in recent 

Emotion 

polarity

Word example (Japanese)

Positive Enchanting (uttori), festive (ukareru), enjoy (tanoshimu), etc.

Negative Become irate (ikidooru), pent-up rage (uppun), feel sadness (kanashimu), etc.

Table 1. 
Examples of Japanese emotional expression.

Table 2. 
Examples of emoticons and their emotion categories.
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years. Figure 1 shows the chart of BERT encoder. As preprocessing of input to 
the transformer encoder of BERT, the 15% of the word sequences are replaced to 
[MASK] tokens. The BERT tries to predict the meanings of the masked words based 
on non-masked words as context.

It is easy to apply BERT to the specific task by using fine-tuning. For example, in 
sentiment analysis, the sentiment classification model can be fine-tuned by adding 
the classification layer into the BERT structure.

4.5 Topic analysis via latent Dirichlet allocation

The topics of the posted contents can be analyzed by a topic modeling method. 
A recently proposed neural topic modeling method for topic analysis, called latent 
Dirichlet allocation [33], is a simple but effective approach. LDA topic modeling is 
often used to find topics from text data. LDA can be presented by a graphical model. 
Figure 2 shows the LDA graphical model.

We analyze the differences between the sets of replies to buzz tweets, non-
buzz tweets, and flaming tweets by developing a topic distribution based  
on LDA.

Table 3. 
Examples of emojis and their emotion categories.
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4.6 Information entropy

The index of the amount of information can express the richness of the writ-
ten contents. We identify the differences among the features by focusing on word 
appearance probability and calculating the information entropy for each reply. The 
information entropy for each reply is calculated using Eq. (1). p(w) indicates the 
probability of the appearance of word w in the corpus.

  H (R)  = −   ∑ 
w∈R

    p (w)  log p (w)   (1)

The higher this index becomes, the more the information is expressed in the 
text. In other words, if the information entropy of the reply texts of the tweets is 
very high, it has plenty of topics to tell about the target tweets or the related topics, 
and it can be said that the buzz phenomenon is being occurred in the tweet.

Figure 1. 
BERT encoder.

Figure 2. 
LDA graphical model.
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4.7 Personality analysis

The personality of the user who posts replies should be more or less reflected in 
his/her posted contents. Thus, using the personality analysis model proposed by 
Matsumoto et al. [34], we analyze the user’s personality based on the feedback of 
other users who responded to his/her post.

The personality estimation model proposed by Matsumoto et al. was trained 
using neural networks that employ the averaged word-distributed representa-
tion vector as the input feature, and it outputs the five levels of ego state. The 
system flow is shown in Figure 3. First, we collect the tweets by the Twitter 
users who posted egogram assessments according to the egogram assessment 
website by using Twitter API. Next, we create a sentence-distributed represen-
tation generation model by using PV-DBoW algorithm which was proposed by 
Le and Mikolov [35]. The ego-state level classifier is created based on machine 
learning algorithm such as deep neural networks. We used feedforward neural 
networks, which have three hidden layers using sentence-distributed represen-
tation as input feature.

5. Results of the analysis

We analyze the reply information using the seven methods described in the 
previous section. Also, we clarify the correlations between the features obtained 
from the analysis results and the metadata of the posted contents by correlation 
analysis. First, we prepare three kinds of data: buzz tweet, flaming tweet, and non-
buzz tweet.

A buzz tweet refers to diffused information, whereas a non-buzz tweet refers 
to diffused but neither buzz nor flaming information. A flaming tweet refers to 

Figure 3. 
System flow of personality analysis.
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negatively diffused information. We collect the contents of these three types of 
tweets, as well as the number of retweets and the number of favorites for each. 
Table 4 shows the summary of the collected target data.

Buzz Non-buzz Flaming

Number of tweets 150 150 20

Number of replies 13,120 14,313 2676

Average number of RT 30,253.58 2425 4931.2

Average number of FAV 80,845.77 12,924.96 16,619.5

Table 4. 
Summary of target data.

Figure 4. 
Positive/negative analysis based on the Japanese appraisal dictionary.

Figure 5. 
Emotion analysis based on the Japanese appraisal dictionary.
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Figure 6. 
Emoticon analysis result for each reply set.

5.1 Result 1: analysis using words/expressions showing emotion

We conducted two types of analyses using the JAD. Figure 4 shows the analysis 
result of the appearance probability of positive/negative emotion. Figure 5 shows a 
more detailed analysis, which classifies the results into one of nine emotion catego-
ries. The classification shows a similar tendency between buzz and flaming tweets. 
In the case of non-buzz tweets, the vast majority consist of positive opinions about 
a famous person. In flaming tweets, negative and positive emotions are more and 
less frequent, respectively, than in buzz tweets, suggesting that the vast majority 
consists of negative opinions.

5.2 Result 2: analysis using emoticons

Figure 6 shows the average scores obtained by considering emoticons and calcu-
lating their appearance frequencies for each reply in each reply set. This figure shows 
evidence of similar tendencies in the usage patterns of emoticons in the buzz, non-
buzz, and flaming tweets in spite of the differences in their appearance frequencies.

Almost all users using emoticons on Twitter do so to express positive emo-
tions such as joy or love. Notably, these users use emoticons in almost every tweet, 
whereas the non-emoticon users almost never use them. Thus, we are of the opinion 
that it is not possible to obtain the correct result by analyzing feedback containing 
only emoticons.

5.3 Result 3: analysis using emojis

Figure 7 shows the average scores obtained by considering emotions expressed 
by emojis and calculating emoji frequency for each reply set. This result shows that 
as with the emojis, the appearance patterns are similar in each category, but differ-
ences exist with regard to the total appearance frequencies. Thus, it is possible that 
we might not be able to grasp the tendency of information diffusion by analyzing 
the feedback based on emojis alone.
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5.4 Result 4: analysis using information entropy

Table 5 shows the average information entropies for the three types of tweets 
(buzz, non-buzz, and flaming) by calculating the amount of information diffused 
from the sets of replies for each tweet (i.e., word entropy calculation).

It is possible that the average entropy of the non-buzz tweets was low because 
the feedback contained many short sentences (such as encouraging messages or 
greetings containing less information). This result suggests that we can classify 
tweets into buzz, flaming, or non-buzz tweets based on information entropy.

5.5 Result 5: analysis using semantic vectors

The procedure for analyzing the feedback via the semantic vectors consists of 
the following two steps:

1. We obtain the semantic vectors (BERT, Wiki2vec, and the joint vector of BERT 
and Wiki2vec) for each reply.

2. For each label, we conduct clustering by k-means and plot centroid vectors in 
the two-dimensional space using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding 
(t-SNE) [36].

Figure 7. 
Emoji analysis result for each reply set.

Type Word entropy

Buzz 5.302469

Non-buzz 2.417621

Flaming 5.446601

Table 5. 
Word entropy for each type of tweet.
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Figure 8. 
Plotting by BERT vector.

Figure 9. 
Plotting by Wiki2vec vector.

Figures 8–10 show the results of the visualization of each semantic vector. We 
use pre-trained 768 dimension vectors that are fine-tuned based on a Wikipedia 
article in Japanese [37]. The training corpus for Wiki2vec also comprises Wikipedia 
articles in Japanese, and the number of dimensions is 100. The number of dimen-
sions for the joint vector is 868 after concatenating the 768 dimensions of the BERT 
vector with the 100 dimensions of the Wiki2vec vector.

When using the BERT vector, no significant differences are noted among the 
flaming, buzz, and non-buzz tweets. However, the visualization results of the 
wiki2vec and joint vectors show that replies characterizing flaming are clearly 
distinguishable from the other replies. We attribute this result to the fact that 
Wiki2vec targets the entity vector (such as proper nouns), whereas BERT is trained 
to identify versatile distributed representations. That is, there is a possibility that 
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specific proper nouns (such as derogatory terms for targets under attack or names 
of the persons concerned) were frequently used in the replies to the flaming tweets.

5.6 Result 6: analysis by topic modeling

We conduct topic modeling with LDA for the numbers of topics (in this case, 10 
and 20). To judge the quality of a topic model, a scale called perplexity is often used. 
The perplexity of the topic model is calculated for each number of topics using Eq. 
(2). A lower perplexity denotes a more accurate probability model. In the equation, 
p(wd) indicates the probability of appearance of word w in document d. N indicates 
the total number of words.

  perplexity ( W   test  | M)  = exp  (−   1 _ 
N

    ∑ 
d
     log p ( w  d  ) )   (2)

Figure 10. 
Plotting by BERT+Wiki2vec vector.

Figure 11. 
Word cloud made by LDA model: number of topics is 10.
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Figure 12. 
Word cloud made by LDA model: number of topics is 20.

Figure 13. 
Plotting based on LDA topic vector: number of topics is 10.
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Figures 11 and 12 show the word clouds made using the word appearance 
probability for each topic. These figures show that many positive words appeared 
in the feedback, which indicates that the number of the flaming tweets is small.

Figures 13 and 14 show the topic vectors, which are compressed into the two-
dimensional space by t-SNE, for each reply. Even though a number of examples 
exist for replies to flaming tweets, they are widely distributed.

When the number of topics is 10, multiple different clusters are generated for the 
buzz and non-buzz tweets. Even though similar topics are sometimes generated for 
both buzz and non-buzz tweets, dissimilar topics tend to be generated more often.

5.7 Result 7: analysis using personality estimation

Sets of replies are estimated for the buzz, non-buzz, and flaming tweets using 
neural networks. The result for the personality estimation is obtained as a vector 

Figure 14. 
Plotting based on LDA topic vector: number of topics is 20.

Figure 15. 
Result of personality analysis.
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that indicates five types of ego-state degrees. We call this vector the ego-state vector. 
The personality pattern is classified into 29 kinds as per the shape of the ego-state 
vector. Figure 15 shows the proportions of the buzz, non-buzz, and flaming tweets 
for each personality pattern (Table 6).

Table 6. 
A part of egogram patterns.
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Considerable variations in personality patterns are noted for the non-buzz 
tweets, while a biased tendency is observed for the buzz and flaming tweets. 
Notably, three non-buzz tweets and one flaming tweet are classified under rN_1, 
which denotes a critical and idealistic personality. In other words, these users 
criticized the poster of the original tweet for his/her lack of a sense of justice. The 
statements by such users often cause flaming.

However, only one buzz tweet was classified as the “trapezoid_2” type. This 
personality type is self-sacrificing and tends to devote himself/herself to the causes 
of others. Therefore, it is considered that the users used decent expressions because 
they were moved by the contents of the buzz tweet.

6. Discussions

The results of the analysis show that it is important to analyze feedback from 
multiple viewpoints. As it is difficult to gain a precise understanding of others’ 
opinions from nonverbal expressions such as emoticons or emojis only, it is crucial 
to use a method that analyzes both verbal and nonverbal information. The feedback 
analysis method proposed in this study can successfully analyze reply texts contain-
ing words as the analysis algorithm is based on natural language text. Therefore, we 
believe that a sufficient amount of feedback from flaming and buzz tweets can be 
obtained using our method.

However, the number of replies to buzz tweets is proportional to the degree of 
the buzz phenomenon. This poses a problem in that we cannot collect and analyze 
all the replies because the number of replies is very large for certain flaming tweets. 
Thus, to investigate the factors affecting flaming and buzz tweets in more detail, we 
should analyze the correlation between the follow-follower and the contents of the 
reply texts.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter, we focused on information diffusion on social media and 
described a method to analyze feedback to specific tweets. We investigated the 
semantic/sensibility differences among three types of tweets—buzz, non-buzz, and 
flaming tweets—by analyzing replies to the posts. The results confirm the possibil-
ity of classifying the diffusion type accurately using semantic information included 
in the replies. However, with regard to expressions of emotion or sympathy, because 
we focused only on emotions that can be expressed by words, we detected many 
positive opinions, but significant differences were not observed.

Our results also showed that negative opinions tend to be common in the feedback 
to flaming tweets compared to that for buzz tweets. Flaming can cause harassment 
and cyberbullying and destroy personal relationship. These expressions should be 
detected by automatic classification systems such as flaming detectors based on 
artificial intelligence model, sentiment analysis model, or personality analysis model. 
However, buzz phenomenon and flaming phenomenon are similar in terms of infor-
mation diffusion. Thus, in the future, we plan to construct an algorithm to analyze the 
differences between the two by considering specific conditions for each type of tweet.
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